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Executive Summary
The rapid growth in regulations and the controls imposed on the
financial community have been unprecedented over the last decade.
And all indications are that this trend is set to continue for the foreseeable
future as sanctions are used more and more as a tool of foreign policy.
The speed of change in regulation and proliferation of new controls required
have increased the the complexity in the whole sanctions screening process
and generated a larger volume of events for banks to review than ever before.
Consequently, the pressure on compliance
and operational teams is enormous. Exploding
compliance costs can prevent teams taking on
more staff to deal with the punishing workload.
As a result, many compliance departments are
chronically understaffed and overloaded.
Meanwhile regulators and auditors are
demanding proof that the institution is in control
of sanctions screening to the most granular level,
that every action on each transaction is seen
and that both the processes and systems used
in managing sanction screening are secured.
For compliance officers, having a holistic view
of their compliance operations is more critical than
ever. Within these highly complex environments,
there can be many moving parts and human
interventions. The need to show proof to the
regulator that the policy has been implemented is
sublimely challenging. Today there is a real need for
a streamlined end-to-end, compliance solution to
emerge, addressing the regulator’s desire to see proof
of compliance from the regulation all the way down
to the configuration of the operational systems.
Leveraging technology is the only way to have
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this global view within the current budgetary
context. Technology can provide an automated
system that facilitates such a solution in sanctions
screening, while minimising human intervention.
It can completely secure the process and
demonstrate the compliance policy in action.
This is Firco Live Services.
Firco Live Services aims to satisfy the needs of
compliance and operations teams and ultimately the
regulator – providing visibility and control on the
whole screening operation. In the longer term Firco
Live Services provides an opportunity for a platform
through which greater collaboration across banks can
be achieved to fight financial crime.

Important
This document outlines the positioning
of the compliance and operations functions
today, and how it led to the design of
features and benefits of the Fircosoft Live
Services platform. It does not constitute
a commitment of Accuity to deliver all
the features described, as the feature set is
constantly evaluated based on customer
discovery and the user community feedback.

The complexity of sanctions
In recent times compliance regulations and in particular, the number
of sanction programmes and embargoes have been growing exponentially.
There have been more sanctions imposed in the fifteen years since 9/11,
than in the whole of the preceding hundred years.
Just as investment banks have designed financial
products for specific purposes, many regulatory
authorities started to craft sanction programmes
that specifically matched governmental foreign
policy objectives. This trend led to the creation
of the ‘targeted sanctions’ programmes.
These new programmes, such as the Ukraine/
Russia sanctions after the invasion of Crimea, were
game changers. They introduced the principle that
transactions for individuals or companies associated
with sanctioned entities needed to be blocked, too.
These affiliates weren’t designated in a list, or even
identified. This new paradigm shift introduces
additional complexity for banks and financial
institutions. How do they transform a sanction
into a rule, how do they keep up with implicit
guidelines? This perhaps, falls into the realm of
enhanced sanctions data providers?

Compliance and operational teams struggle
to handle the new requirements using existing
screening tools and processes. New manual
processes are introduced, as the banks struggle
to handle the number of sanctions programmes.
And, after a period of relatively low and stable
numbers, the volume of alerts has increased
significantly. Revealing just how previous tuning
efforts can be undone by a change in regulation.
Therefore, financial institutions have no
other choice but to considerably change their
operational procedures to cope. But if they are
not the right procedures, they simply destabilise
the bank’s sanctions screening.

After a period of relatively low and
stable numbers, the volume of
alerts has increased significantly.
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Centralisation and control
As compliance officers found themselves in the difficult position of being
responsible for a complex set of processes with multiple stakeholders
without end-to-end visibility and control, their personal liability grew.
And, as most banks are global and operate through a network of branches
and subsidiaries worldwide, this means that branches need to comply with
global, as well as local regulatory requirements.
This poses a problem, as compliance systems
aren’t often integrated or designed to be controlled
from a single location. Systems are usually put
in place organically to address ad hoc regulatory
requests. What’s more, compliance operations are
usually heavily dependent on manual procedures
to implement the content updates (such as list
updates) to provide feedback to headquarters
(such as current status).
In a world of substantial fines and personal liability,
compliance officers simply cannot rely on manual
procedures anymore.
Consequently, there is a move towards centralisation.
In an ideal world, chief compliance officers would
like to minimise local or regional compliance
operations implementing an adapted version of the
enterprise policy. They would prefer the policy to be
implemented from the top and applied everywhere
instantly. They would also like to have a single
dashboard allowing them to assess their current
compliance status and detect any anomaly.
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In practice, however, since operational systems
weren’t designed to implement this central
command and control function, it’s achieved
through a combination of manual procedures
and chains of automated scripts, which are prone
to error and are complex and costly to maintain.
Also, regulators distrust long and intricate chains
of command that rely on manual procedures.
They believe that this introduces a lack of
auditability, as controls aren’t system-enforced.
The current design of compliance solutions should
be enhanced to add a control layer. Typically, these
systems have a data layer containing the reference,
customer and transaction data and an operational
layer, implementing the system function (screening,
detecting anomalies, etc.). The addition of a control
layer would allow the whole system to be controlled
from a single place and all status information to be
channelled to this location.

The need to become ‘regulator ready’
As compliance has been evolving and maturing over the last fifteen years,
there has been a shift in attitude on the regulatory side. Instead of just
applying the letter of the law, there is now a real drive to apply the spirit
of the law. Therefore, there is a demand for greater control assurance.
Regulators now expect financial institutions
to establish and demonstrate a “line of sight”
between the regulations all the way down to
the systems implementing the controls at the
transaction level. The challenge is of how
financial institutions show they are compliant.

The processes and systems are highly complex
and have multiple layers. And despite having
the ‘best system’ possible, if an institution cannot
demonstrate compliance at every step of the
process they can still be fined.

If an institution cannot demonstrate
compliance at every step of the
process they can still be fined.
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Line of sight implementation
Regulation

So how do we ensure that the policies and practices
at a bank are configured and adhered to within an
operational system? It starts with the regulation.
Then the compliance department defines the corporate compliance
policy, which sets out how the bank is going to make sure its behaviour is
compatible with the relevant regulations, in every country it operates in.

Compliance
Policy

Operational
Procedures

Systems
Configuration
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This high-level policy is then translated into operational procedures to
address the law and avoid any internal risk. In doing so the institution
is required to prove to the regulator it is compliant, in control and a
consistent approach at every step. It must show that it is compatible
with every regulation and document where it is not.
The different operational systems are then configured to implement
the procedures. This last configuration level, although quite technical,
is very important since it is there that the compliance function
is eventually performed. A failure to comply at this level would
compromise the whole chain of command and control. For example,
even with perfect policies and excellent procedures, if the screening
engine in a specific region is not updated with the right sanction list,
the bank won’t be compliant and will be at high risk.
This “line of sight” implementation is required to show to the regulator
that at every level the policy is being enforced. It also provides the bank
with a better level of centralised control and allows the compliance
officer to be assured that their policies are applied. And it gives them
real-time feedback on the field situation.

The role of technology in the
compliance business process
In the first instance, compliance is not a technology issue. It starts with the bank’s
corporate culture and governance structure and management’s approach to risk.
Correct governance should be directed from the top through corporate policies,
standards, and controls that are implemented consistently across business units
and throughout subsidiaries and affiliates.
However, it’s in practice that technology can help.
It enables compliance departments to:
Keep up with regulatory changes
Master operations with better insights, control and tracking systems
as well as impact assessment of these regulatory changes
Get changes into live production environments at the earliest possible opportunity
Retrospective review and evolution of the corporate compliance policy
Leverage of industry standards for sanctions screening operations

Essentially technology gives the compliance
officers more control and helps them manage the
compliance business process better. It gives them
the time to actually analyse information and take
the critical decisions that are expected of them.

In summary, technology can provide automation
balanced with control to ensure compliance
agility and operational efficiency in the
compliance business process.
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Drive compliance agility
With increased complexity and speed of change in
sanctions, multi-layered internal organisations, and
increased regulatory scrutiny, the need for advanced
levels of control and visibility is evident. Compliance
departments need a streamlined end-to-end solution
to address pressing regulators’ requests for 360°
proof of compliance. They need to demonstrate
evidence of alignment between regulations and the
bank’s applied risk policy, all the way down to the
configuration of the sanctions screening systems.
The solution to this is Firco Live Services.

Achieve operational efficiency
Firco Live Services also provides an opportunity
to implement key evolutions in the way compliance
operations are conducted. Its easy-to-follow holistic
process shapes the game from complex and convoluted,
to control of risk and cost in a fast paced environment.
All operations are centralised on a single platform –
including validation of watchlist changes, exceptions,
false positive reduction rules, and configuration of the
screening engines. Dashboards provide transparent
views on key focus areas, helping to track progress
and proactively identify gaps.

Be regulator ready
Firco Live Services provides a real-time, automated
solution that presents the global compliance operations
status in business terms for compliance leaders and
teams. It becomes possible in a few clicks to search,
see, and show control over all steps of the compliance
operations and configuration.

Prepare for the future
Most financial institutions face the same compliance
challenges, and rely on Fircosoft state of the art
screening solutions. In years ahead, Fircosoft will be
looking to leverage these commonalities, providing
bank’s with benchmarks, best practices, and
recommendations for maximum compliance efficiency.

Compliance management teams can finally see their
policy in action at every level – right on their desktop.
This common platform, with all activities rigorously
tracked, makes it easy to demonstrate compliance to
Regulators, dramatically increasing credibility.
Ensure compliance faster
In a faster changing world, Firco Live Services allows
compliance organisations to be reactive at pace to both
regulatory updates and evolution of internal structure.
Its configurability allows team activities and controls
to be aligned with the centralised risk policy, while
fulfilling internal SLAs.

Do something today for the future
of your compliance operations.
Embrace easy visibility and
automation – in Firco Live Services.

For more information on
Firco Live Services, contact your
Accuity Firco Account Manager.
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